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Relevant Education 

09/2016 - 09/2019  Academy of Live and Recorded Arts 

Examinations taken:  Degree: 

    BA Hons in Acting (3 Years) 

    Trinity Examinations:  

    Level 6 Diploma in Professional Acting (3 Years) 

As well as training at one of the most acclaimed Drama Schools in the UK, I also completed Acting LAMDA 
Examinations Up to Level 8, hold a NLPQ Lifeguard Qualification, have 3 A-levels and 10 GSCES (Grades A-B). I 
also hold a Full Driving Licence and have my own car.  

Relevant Experience:  

RW Dance – Musical Theatre Tutor   09/20- Present 

I liaise with the Tutors from other disciplines to plan and prepare sessions that fit their themes and 
directions of the term then work with the children to produce performances that stretch them as 
performers but that are also polished for the end of term. 
 
Private 1-1 Acting Tutor – Freelance   03/20 – Present 

I have worked as a private tutor, working in schools, children’s theatre groups and helping private 
clients achieve their goals. Some of the sessions I have worked on with clients include- Audition 
Preparation (Drama School and Scholarship positions), Mock Auditions, Exam Preparation.  
 
Create Sparks- Drama Tutor     05/18 - 03/19 

Lead various groups of Young People in sessions which were about the process of creating and 
devising dramatic scenarios, as well as building confidence. 
 

Theatre Stars- Singing Tutor     09/12- 09/15 
(Teaching Assistant for first 6 Months of this time period)     

Work on building the foundations of singing from a technical Voice perspective and showcasing this 
development in polished pieces in a showing at the end of each term.  

Working from a young age as a Performing Arts Tutor both for Performing Arts Schools and privately, 
preparing organising and delivering lesson plans that engage with and build upon young people’s skills and 
confidence is something I have always found a truly rewarding experience.  


